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So you think you can dance | Alberto E. Rodriguez/Getty Images during the 15th season of Fox's So You Think You Can Dance. The season is heating up, and live shows have kicked off in the last week. Tonight, two dancers will be eliminated. While it's anyone's game, the early frontrunner is Cole Mills. Now that we're in the live show stage, fans definitely want to tune in to the
episode's broadcast, so what are the easiest ways to watch So You Think You Can Dance online? Well, the easiest way would be through a live TV page on Fox's website or the Fox Now app, which you can download from services like Roku and Apple TV. However, you'll need a cable log to take advantage of these options, so this only works if you either order a cable or you can
borrow someone who does. If that doesn't work, the second best option would be to sign up for a free trial of several live TV streaming services, including Sling TV. With Sling, you can stream a wide variety of TV channels on your computer or app, and Fox is included in the Sling Blue package. Sling offers a seven-day free trial, so if you want to watch tonight's episode live, you
can sign up for it and then cancel only the trial after a week. However, please note that you need to put a credit or debit card in a file, and you need to make sure that you remember to cancel within seven days so that you don't charge $25 (unless you really decide to stay on the service). It's also important that when you sign up, you choose the Sling Blue plan because the Sling
Orange plan doesn't include Fox. You can also choose the Sling Orange + Blue plan, which gives you access to all channels from both packages. It costs $40 a month, but if you're definitely never going to pay for the whole month and plan to cancel after a week, you might as well go for this. So you think you can dance | Alberto E. Rodriguez/Getty Images Once you've signed up
for a free trial, you can watch So You Think You Can Dance on Fox either through the Sling website or by downloading the Sling app on multiple devices, including Roku, Fire TV, and Apple TV. If you don't want to sign up for Sling, or if you've already taken advantage of their trial version before, alternatively, you can sign up for a trial version for YouTube TV, a similar service that
Google offers. This costs $40 a month, and it includes Fox in its package. You can sign up for a seven-day free trial and then use it to watch So You Think You Can Dance, but be sure to cancel after a week if you don't want to keep your subscription started. The third option would be Hulu Live TV, to which Fox belongs again. Hulu offers a one-week trial of this service, which costs
$40 per month, although it includes the entire Hulu Library, which usually costs $7.99 per month. You think you can dance at 8:00 p.m. Eastern Time on Fox. Go to content Go to footer Painfully serious, insufficient anti-death penalty This asks us to feel sorry for Stone as a redneck whose death row time has been spent. And we feel sorry for him, but for the wrong reason: because
Stone gives a tight, unglamoory and admirable low performance. Sex symbols tend to over-soap when they take make-up off in a role like this, as if ugliness somehow has more honesty than beauty - it's not - but Stone's work here is centralized and hard, as layered as anything he's done, and all the more impressive to the help he's received from the script. As compelling as Stone
is, the film decides to make Morrow's lawyer a dramatic focal point - and that's its downfall, because the character never rings true. A rich child whose brother (Gallagher) gets him to the governor's staff as a favor, Morrow reportedly assesses Stone's clemency request before his political purpose of executing the conurbation. For vague reasons, he throws himself into the job and
soon begins reopening the case. This legal beagle thing is thin and ridiculously melodramatic. The film is not a travesty, but it feels uncomfortably close. Because who doesn't love dancing in the moonlight? From June to September, Chicago's Grant Park comes alive with the sounds of music. At Summerdance, a free public event, 43 live bands jam as the crowds shuddle to the
tunes. There are also free lessons to teach newcomers how to tango, swing and salsa summer away. From June to September, Chicago's Grant Park comes alive with the sounds of music. At Summerdance, a free public event, 43 live bands jam as the crowds shuddle to the tunes. There are also free lessons to teach newcomers how to tango, swing and salsa summer away.
Every year, Lincoln Center hosts two back-to-back festivals in its main square: Midsummer Night Swing (28th in turn) and Out of Doors, which has run for 45 seasons. The first teaches dancers lindy hop and swing to live jazz music, while the second is a concert series that introduces all genres from orchestra to old-school rap. Portland may find it strange, but they also know how
to shake it. Head to the Barrel Room for dueling toads and live bands, as well as an impressive patio that turns into a casual dance area. The party doesn't end with the winter guys at the end. A huge tent has been set up over the courtyard, so you can dance until dawn all year round. Philly knows how to get down, and Morgan Pier is the place to do it. The Delaware River outdoor
beer garden has a massive dance floor that hosts DJs throughout the week, as well as yacht rock parties for 70s and 80s music on Sundays. There are also fun games like beanbag them and chill picnic tables where you can sit and sip craft breweries. Do we need to say more? As part of the Music Center, Dance Downtown offers fresco lessons for those who want to learn a few
Next summer: Samba night 19.8. and Disco danced 2.9. Every other Friday DJs run for those who want to Freestyle. This great club at the top of the South Beach skyscraper in W Miami (formerly Viceroy Miami) is one of the sexiest places to dance under the stars. Pool parties, celebrity DJs and stilettos set the scene, but the views steal the show. When you need to give your
feet a break, take a cocktail and look to the coast. Believe me, it's much better than a sweaty, packed bar. If you prefer high-octane clubs, look no further than Cavanaugh's Riverdeck. Throughout the summer, the al fresco venue hosts guest DJs and fact-events (including foam parties and mechanical bull rides). Bonus: You don't even have to break the bank thanks to deals like
Mug night (buy a mug and fill it for $1), Island vibes Caribbean night and Thursday college night ($10 open bar). We repeat: open a bar, people! —Chelsea Bengier of More Jetsetter: Jetsetter originally published this article with the headline Where to Dance Outside. It'll be printed here with permission. We hand-select everything we recommend and select items through testing and
reviews. Some products are sent to us for free without an incentive to offer a favorable review. We offer our impartial opinions that do not accept compensation for checking products. All items are in stock and prices are accurate at the time of publication. If you buy something through our links, we may earn a reward. Airfare $ Airline tickets $ Airline tickets $ Regent Seven Seas
Cruises cruise $6099+ Patricia Magaña Hotel &amp; Lodging Deals Francesca Miele Hotel &amp; Lodging Deals $229+ Our suppliers independently research, test and recommend the best products; read more about our review process here. We may receive rewards for purchases made from our selected links. Best overall: 40-minute Reebok x Les Mills BODYJAM WorkoutIf
you're an experienced dancer, you can learn choreography early on and then speed up the moves to get a heart-pumping, intense dance workout. Best for pole dancing: 123poling - Pole Dance Warm-UpThis 23-minute hour challenges every muscle in your body and teaches you the basic movements of pole dancing. Best Dance Cardio: Tracy Anderson - MetamorphosisIf you
like what the Tracy Anderson method offers, you can join her online workout studio for more dance cardio lessons. Best for the variety: SHINE Dance Fitness - Express ClassIf you're looking for a dance class that combines a little ballet with jazz and hip-hop, you'll love this free SHINE Dance Fitness Express class. Best for high energy: FITSEVENELEVEN - Dance WorkoutYksi for
the best dance rehearsals online is not only free, but it's also so good that you want to take it over and over again. Best for Hip-Hop: STEEZY Studio - Ysabelle Capitule Choreo ClassIf you're new to this dance style, STEEZY Studio also offers educational videos teaching the basics of choreography from the different styles it offers. Best In addition to the Daily Burn - Ballroom
Swing Party Hall, you'll learn Latin swing, swing, and jump, jump and jump, and more. New in choreography? Don't worry, I'll be fine. Actress Nina Dobrev joins the BODYJAM crew and gets the ultimate combination of house, hip-hop, trap and more. Dancing alongside Dobrev are BODYJAM programme director Gandalf Archer-Mills and SH'BAM programme director Rachael
Newsham. The 40-minute hour of Les Mills and Reebbok slowly sets movements and repeats them so you can learn choreography step by step before putting it all together. Plus, this workout class is free, so you can take it over and over again. If you're an experienced dancer, you can learn choreography early on and then speed up the moves to get a heart-pumping, intense
dance workout. When you get a taste of what BODYJAM has to offer, go to the Les Mills website and check out its online subscription program. After a free 14-day trial, Les Mills On Demand costs about $15 a month, and lower prices if you prepay for a year. The global fitness app also offers strength training, martial arts, yoga, cycling, barre and sports exercise. Pole dancing
classes require strength, endurance and a willingness to let go of insecurities around your body; they also require technology and flexibility. That's why 123poling classes can help you take your pole dancing to the next level. But if you're new to this style of dance, you might want to take a look at a few demo lessons for this brand before spinning on a pole. The 123poling offers a
free warm-up without a pole to get a feel for the fitness level required for pole dancing class. This 23-minute hour challenges every muscle in your body and teaches you the basic movements of pole dancing. After subscribing to the site, you will have access to more than 100 tutorials taught by professional pole dancers. In teaching exercises, you will learn positions from the floor,
variations and changes, preparations, exercises and different ways to get in and out of polar movements. 123poling offers a 15-day free trial that allows you to try classes and learn about tutorials. When the trial is over, monthly membership will cost you about $20. This monthly membership gives you access to over 680 tutorials. Tracy Anderson is a well-known (and beloved)
dancer and celebrity trainer. This free, intense dance class is an excellent introduction to his method. For 30 minutes, he'll make you jump, groove and shake your hips for a techno beat. The class has a jazz-funk vibe, and I'm sure you'll sweat right away. What makes this course such a hit is that dance moves are relatively easy to learn. All you need is a medium and advanced
fitness level. If you like what the Tracy Anderson method offers, you can join her online workout studio for more dance cardio classes. This online subscription program offers exercises for beginners, medium and advanced fitness and dance levels. week you get a new, 30-minute total body strength exercise and and dance heart class. Tracy Anderson Online Studio offers a 14-day
free trial where you can try dance and body strength classes. It's a good idea to take advantage of these two weeks because after the trial, a monthly membership will cost you about $90. If you're looking for a dance class that combines a little ballet with jazz and hip-hop, you're going to love this SHINE Dance Fitness Express class. Taught by founder and choreographer Kendall
Nielson, the free course (which lasts more than 30 minutes) is filled with easily learned dance moves and music to keep you moving. All levels are welcome, but he teaches class at medium fitness level. You can always edit the movements to keep the exercise low impact. SHINE Dance Fitness online offers 30-minute and hour classes choreographed and taught by certified dance
teachers. The typical SHINE class is about 55 minutes long and includes 16 different dance routines. This short clip gives you an idea of the different types of dancing they contain, as well as the energy level needed to get the most out of these intense categories. Shine dance fitness philosophy lets you explore through its three-day trial period. If you like what you see, there are
three memberships: Basic costs about $11 a month, while Plus costs you about $20 a month. Premium membership is about $26. One of the top dance workouts online is not only free, it's also so good that you want to take it repeatedly. This high-energy, 25-minute dance class featuring teacher and choreographer Tanju Koc will take you through a series of moves and sequences
that will leave you feeling energetic, alive and wanting to dance for the rest of the day. The only drawback for beginners is the lack of verbal cues. The only way Tanju teaches choreography is to show it. However, he does such a great job of stepping into class and slowing down steps as he learns them that you almost don't have to hear him speak. Whether you're an unspoted tip
from a professional or a scam, the lack of talking allows you to enjoy music and really take advantage of his upbeat vibe. It may take a few times to look at the class to bring all the choreographies together, but when you do, you have no problem moving and groping into the rhythm of this course. Get fit and fine-tun your urban dancing skills with styles like hip-hop, Krump, house,
jazz funk, popping, dancehall, breaking and more. Yasbelle Capitule takes a peek at his new chore course offered in STEEZY Studio's online subscription plan. The choreography in this category has progressed, so watch the video a few times before you do it yourself. If you're new to this style of dance, STEEZY also offers educational videos that teach you the basics of the
different styles they offer. What makes this online program a hit levels, has the ability to see the instructor from multiple angles and the ability to slow down or speed up the lesson. Not sure hip-hop dancing is your area of work? Don't worry, I'll be fine. STEEZY Studios offers a seven-day free trial. When you're hooked on urban dancing, you can sign up for a monthly or annual
membership. A monthly subscription costs about $20 a month, and the annual plan is about $100 prepaid. The annual option brings the monthly cost to about $8 per month. You get to over 600 dance classes, and new ones are added every week. Ballroom dancing is much harder than it looks, and it's definitely more intense than you'd think. Example: Ballroom Swing with
professional dancer and Dancing with the Stars choreographer Louis van Amstel. In this 30-minute class, you raise your heart rate, burn calories and tone every muscle in your body while learning tango, walton, fast step and Lindy Hop on the dance floor. Ballroom Swing Class is part of the Daily Burn's LaBlast program, which has a four-week dance fitness program in classes
taught by Louis van Amst and other Daily Burn instructors. In addition to the ballroom, you'll learn Latin swing, commotion, jumping and jive and more. The Daily Burn offers a free 30-day trial where you can check out the LaBlast dance program and its other fitness classes. Once your trial is up and running, you can sign up for one of its subscription plans. Prices start at around $15
per month for a Basic subscription up to about $20 a month for the Premium option. Our picks for the best online dance classes are a mix of free and order-based classes. All the paid software we checked out offers a trial period where you can try before you buy. The best comes from the Daily Burn, which offers a 30-day trial. We are also considering accessibility and the level of
teaching for all dance and fitness levels. All seven picks are suitable for most dance consencies, and with the exception of pole dancing class, they are also well suited for a wide range of fitness levels. Pole dancing classes require a solid fitness base and dance knowledge. To round up the criteria, we considered streaming devices. You can view all these exercises on your phone,
tablet, computer or TV. Thank you for your feedback! What are your concerns? Applies?
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